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We reach for the European Union funds

The altogether cost of the project shall amount to over 87 mln PLN, out of which the
community help is to amount to 72,5 mln PLN, which comprises 83, 4% of the investment
value.
Construction of approximately 120 sanitary canalisation networks is being planned, including
93 km of the gravity sewage network, 20 km of the pressure sewage, 8km of the gravity
sewage exits from the traffic lanes, 20 sewage pump stations.
Some 20 km of the network under construction are related to the modernising activities of
the already existent network as a part of partition of the combined sewage system in the
town of Wieliczka into separate sewage system.

The sewage from the area subject to the project shall be directed to the already existent
canalisation system in the Cracow Agglomeration.
Afterall, the final waste treatment in Cracow is to take place in the expanded mecahnical-
biological sewage treatment plant "Płaszów II".
The planned finalisation of the realisation shall take place in 2011, while most possibly in
2012 the number of persons taking advantage of possibility of joining the newly built
sanitary canalisation network shall amount to some 10,5 thousand persons.
Realisation of such a great investment effort in such short a time is possible exclusively in
case of obtaining dotation from the Cohesion Fund.

 A study of realisation possibilities of the whole enterprise foresees that in the second stage
an application for the dotation shall be submitted  concering construction of sewage system
in: Wieliczk,Siercza (partly), Pawlikowice, Grabówki (partly), Sygneczów (partly), Grabie,
Brzegi, Węgrzce Wielkie (the non-canalised part),Sułków, Mała Wieś (the non-canalised
part), Strumiany (the non-canalised part). The municipality of Wieliczka has begun the works
as well as endeavors concerning submission of the application after the next recruitement is
announced still in the year 2008.


